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Reading Test.
65 MINUTES, 52 QUESTIONS
Turn to Section 1 of your answer sheet to answer the questions in th.is section.

+.J@Adtld>j
Each passage or pa~r of passages below is followed by a number of questions. After reading
each passage or pair, choose the best answer to each question based on what is stated or
implied in the passage or passages and in any accompanying graphics (such as a table or
graph).
.

standing here alon~. And jusf as that knowledge
would threaten to destroy the scene, Naomi would
25 do something small, like turn the page too early or
shift in her chair, and I would be happy once again.
- I had more customers then, and I treated each
interruption to our reading as an assault on my
privacy. When someone I didn't know entered the
30 store, Naomi would mark where I had lefr offso that
I could keep my eyes on the person wandering
around the aisles. She would take the book out of my
hand, put her finger on the exact word or sentence I
had just concluded, and hold it there until I retiirned .
35 I kept one man, who came to the counter with a
single roll of toilet paper under his arm, waiting for
more than a minute while I finished reading a page I
had just started. At first he smiled and was charmed
by what he saw. The charm wore off when I r~fused
40 to acknowledge ·him. He responded by slamming the
roll on the counter, inches from my face~ and
storming out. Naomi and I read on.
I slipped into the characters as I read. I g~umbled
and bellowed, slammed my fi~t onto the counter, and
45 threw my arms wide open. I knew this was exactly
what my father would have done had he been the one
read.mg. He would have made the story an eve~t, as
grand and real as life. He must have told me
hundreds, perhaps even thousands, of stories, not
so just at ~ight, but thrQughout the course of any given
day, over breakfast, during lunch, in the middle of a
conversation he might have been carryiilg on with
my m?tJ:ier or friends. There was no wrong time with
him, or if there was, he didn't live long enough for
55 me to see it.

·Questions 1-10 are based on the followin.g
passage.
This passage· is adapted from Dinaw Mengestu, The Beautiful
Things That Heaven Bears. ©2007 by Dinaw Mengestu.
Naomi, an eleven-year-old on a school break, is visiting the
narrator, a family friend from Ethiopia, at the store he
manages. They have made a plan to read the novel The
Brothers Karamazov together.

.

I read forty or fifty pages that first day. Naomi
read none. After I read the first page I waited for her
to 'pick up wliere I had left off, but she insisted, in a
Line voice that bordered·on pleading, that I continue.
5
"One more," she said at first. And when that page .
had been completed, she added another "one more"
to that, until eventually there were so many "pleases"
and "pretty pleases" ·and "come on, pleases" that I ·
was left utterly defenseless.
10
I looked up every couple of pages to see if Naomi
was still paying attention, and of course she was. He~
attention, in fact, never seemed to waver. I felt her
staring at me sometimes when my eyes were focused ·
on the page, and I realized she was taking it all in, not
15 just the words, but me, and the scene that we had
created together. I tried not to· notice too much, to
simply just live, but that was impossible. Every time I
looked at her I became aware of just how seemingly
perfect this time was. I thought about how years from
20 now I would remember this with a crushing,
heartbreaking nostalgia, because of course I knew
even then that I would eventually find myself
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The stories he invented himselfhe told with
. ,
partiqtlar delight. They all began the same way, with J
the same lighthearted tone, with a small wave of the
hand, as if the world were being brushed to the side,
60 which I suppo.se for hi.in it actually was.
.
·
"Ah, that reminds me. Did I tellyou about...,._The farmer who was too lazy to plow his fields
The hyena who laughed himself to death
The lion who tried to _steal the monkey's dinner
65
The monkey who tried to steal the lion,s dinner?"
I'f I had heard the story before, I let hµntell it to
me again. His perfofl!lance was d1at good,_his love.of.
a stocy that obvious. When Fyodor Karamazov ,
spoke, I waved my hands wildly in the air. I
10. grumbled in a deep baritone and tried as hard as I
could to do my father proud.
.
. ~Ah, youfools," lshouted out, and Naomi smiled
in delight.
. . ·
.
·
:
Naomi found each ofthe char~cters as t~al as~
1s anyon¢ she met in ·ihe ·street.·
·
. · '.
"Oooh, I hate him," she w.o~d cry,()ut..~~r a.
particularly(;ri.u~J anti~ on $e.p~~~fQie-~Jg~r .·_ :..
Karamazov. When it came to Alyosha, 'tlto1J.glt, the
youngest and gentlest of the Karamazov brothers, she
-~~ was·willing~ofall completely in Joy~~
· ·1

I
!

· Which choice bestsuppe>rts the cQnclusiQn that
reading to Naomfinte!fetes :with some of the .
narrator's responsibilities?

. .

A) Line 5 ("One .. ~ first")
· B) Lines 23-26 ("And ju~t ... agaht")

C) Lines 29-32.(""\i\Then ~ .~.-·}li$les")

.

· - D) Lines 35-38 ("I kept ... started")

.

'.

'

. . . '.

.

The narrator's descriptlons of N~omi· suggest that
. she is notablefor her .

·

_

· A) empathy toward_other people.

B). ·ability. to concentrate :and obse~e.
· C) tal~nt fo~ dram~tizing fiction. ..,· · ·
·n) optimism despite- niany h~d~lµps. ·

I
~c~ Choice b~strefle~ p~rsp~ctl~e tif the
:narrattir regardirig'his readirig to Naomi? : · ·

the

~e, j~ ~~qµiy~~y·d~~~t~a,p~~JJSt: r~a'.~g

. A)

a

to Naomi has piovide(thiniWitli fi.lQCh-needed
creative outlet. . · .
· ·. ·'' ·• ·· .. .
·

0

Oyer the course of the passage, the. niaifrshift in,
focus is from .
·
·

-:.·:8> lilis J>Ieasru.ittyslirprised,·6ecause-he·did not

A) <an anecdote about an amusit).g~event'to~~
. recollection similar events
the narratols
childhood•.

of

expect-Naomi to be so enthusj.a~tic about ·

from

,
He isoccasioiially regretful, ~~causihe; is 'not as .

:·rea~g~

C)

B) an account of the early st~ges ofafrieridship to a
· foreshadowing.of that friendship:s·ultimate: -·
demise.
" -·-

a reader as his father
..
skilled
.
. . was
.
.

. D)

.

He is so~ewhat ambi~alent, because he

knows that his read,iri.gtime with. Naomi will
. ine~tably~nd.

C). a description of an emoti~nally- significant
activity to a ret1ection on the namitor's early
·
experiences with that activity. ·

D) a character-sketch of an individual toa
consideration how that individual has
changed the life.of the narratqr.

of

I
CONTINUE

1.1.
Which choice provides the best evidence for the
answer to the previous question?

The passage indicates that the narrator's father
viewed storytdling as something that

A) Lines 10-11 ("I looked ... she was")

A) continued a long-standing family tradition.

B) · Lines 17-23 ("Every ... alone")

B) provided a means ofbringing historical events to

life.

C) Lines 38-42 ("At first ... read on")

'

C) helped children to distinguish good choices from
bad ones.

D) Lines 68-71 ("When ... proud")

D) was part of the fabric of the family's everyday
life.

As used in line 34, "concluded" most nearly means
A) decided.
B) finished.

As used in line 53, "wrong" most nearly mean~

C) inferred.

A) inappropriate.

D) dismissed:

B) unjust.
C) immoral.

D) inaccurate.
It can reasonably be i.pferred from the passage that
the narrator's father influenced him by

A) creating an environment that encouraged young
people to express themselves.

Which situation is most similar to .the one described
in lines 66-68 ("If I ... obvious")?

B) emphasizing what was most important in a life
well lived.

A)

Aviewer eagerly anticipates the new episodes of
a television series each week.

C) providing a model for the dramatic recounting
of a st~ry.

B) An artist paints a favorite landscape at several
different hours of the day. ·

D) exposing the narrator to a number of classic
novels written by renowned authors.

C) A moviegoer happily sees a particularly
memorable film for a second time.
D) An actress rep~atedlytecites the lines of her
script to improve her performance.
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.Questions 11-20 are based on ·the following
passage and supplementarj material. ·

Thi~ p~ss~ge is ~dapt~d from Ad~m Alter, Dru~k TalJk Pink:
And Other Uneipected Forces That Shape How We Think, Feel;
and Behave. ©lQ13 by Adam Alter.
Perhaps the first experiment ever conducted iii
the field of social psychology suggests ·that hum@s ·
are often faster and stronger when they t~st their ·
Line speed and strength in the company of other people,
s rather than alone.
· That study, conducted· at Indiana University
in the late 1890s, was the brainchild of Norman
Triplett, a ·cycling enthusiast and a sports aficionado.
Ill dozens of experiments he pushed cyclists tQ ride as ·
10 fast as they could on stationary bikes. Across his
·
obsef\Tations, Triplett noticed that the cyclists te.i;ided
to ride fa.Ster when· other. cyclists ·rode·nearby~. Orie
cyclist• rode a niile iii
2.... minutes
49 seconds
when
/
, ...·· ..
. .
-.
alone, bufmartaged tQ fide the saD1e IJ:iile ill· ·
15 2 minu~es 37 seconds inthe.compariyQffour·pacfug .
·cyclists; similarly he· rode ten miles in·· 33 rilillutes.:. ·
17 seconds while .riding alone, put:rode:the'same
distance t:Wo minutesf1\sterwhen.ddingWith·several ·
.pac~rs. Triplett acknowledged· that ~s observations . ·
20 .were.far fro111 J.igpr<)t1S; so·h~ c<>nd~~eq an .. _.. · ·
expe~ent to..s~~~- th;it
.eft."~ft~~-~~8~8:,~ci}in a: .
tightly controlled l~b stu4y• ... ·. . . . . . .
, '.· . ,
_
· Triplett reqtiited foi:tY. children, ~ge~ eigh.t to
._thirteen, to complete his :study in,· 1897~·He ~e~lJied
25 how quickly the stildents could wind a',fis~g reel so
· that asm~, flag attache4 to ihe.00.e;traveled a
distance of sixteen D1eter~. The taslc ·w~s s411ple but
novel, and.none of the childi-en'.had·played_With
· fishing r6ds before the eiperlment. :They per£ormed
30. the task both alon_e at)d in.the.ptes¢iice.'of other .... ···
children, and Triplett l)oticedtlrat they'wounci the -· ··reels. fas~er•inth~ presence 9fo~¢rs•. He ;cortdµd,ed
that an audience enaple$.peQple to. "liber3:teJat~nt
energy,,-not normany avail~ble when they .. -'.
.
. . 35 perform alone. :.
· -. · · ~
" . ·.
·Science 4oesn'talwaysJellsimple stories, and ..
1·
other res~archers challenged Triplett's .
into
~e11tieth
.'
'groundbreaking results
century. While some researchers replieated.Triplett's
40 effect-now known as the social facilitation effect-·
others found the opposite effect, knowri social
.inhibition. Joseph Pessin and Richar4Husbanp asked
participants in their study to le~ ·a sunple IllJlZe ..
either blindfolded alone or blindfolded irt the
45 presence of other people. The blindfolde~
.

a

.

me

well

the"

as

. participal1ts traced their tlngers along the maze, an4: .
reversed eac]i time they encountered one· of ten dead
ends.. Instead of performing better in front of an
audience, Pessin and Husband's participants
so .completed the.maze more qµickly when theywer~
alone.
.
.
.
.
Inconsistendes like these persisted for years, µntil
. .soci3' psychologist Bob Zajonc proposed a solution:
it all depends on th¢ nature ~the task. Audien~es
55 ·accentuate our instinctive. responses and make it
more difficult to override those responses in favor of
more, carefully consi<fere4 alternatjves. .The ~hildre.~c.'}:
in Triplett's ·eXperiJilent devoted lj~e thought and ·.·
. attentjon to frantically~dingtJieexperimental
60 fishing teet In contrast, learning maze is difficult,
and it requires concentration. Pessin and Husband's
maze.learners were prob~bly distracted by the
knowleqg~.tfta.tthey 'Were b.e~g watched,. and feared .
making a mistake in front of an audience. .
65
Zajonc- avoided .exi.)erin,ienfuig with humans at
· firs~:chQosing to obs,erve the behavior ofseverity-two
.· .,,J·>·
cockroaChes instead. With a .small team of
;res~archer,s, he deY.ised two small ath1etic tasks:th~t ···.
required the coc~oaches to:scuttle fr.onu brigh~y ¥t
10 area in a small box to a more appealing darker
compartment. Some of the cockroaches completed a
· sihiplertask,·in which they ranal~_ng a straight .
runwayfyom the· ~are' of the box· to
d~k~ne~ <.
~- goatcolllpartment. The·r~maUling.cockroaches .·. ,',:,~<.::;_
75 completed a ;llJ.ore ~cµIt t~sk, ti:~ver$in~ a, .lll9~~
.('.OPlp~ex m,aze before they 'coUld escape µieJight~
·Some.ofthe cockroaches coµiplet~d th:~se -tasks : ,
alone, }Juuhe researchers .also :built a small audi~nce
. . .•. bo:Xto'force some.of the athletic co~kro~ches to
'

the

r

I

·:

!

J

80

.coillpet~in.· frbtitof ~ ~u~~nce.9f rC>~<;h.S.p~ctators.

· Jusi as .the researchers ptetficted, ~e. cpqcroafhes

·
.were much _.quicker t9. cpv,er the straight run~ay .
. when watched b'y ~· audienc~~ re~~~g
d.arkened
.
goal compattmentari average of tWellty-"!hr~e
85 seconds more quickly when they were performing
btfore a,crowd~Buttlie cockroach .athlet¢s ~esponded
very differently to·an audience whep they were faced.
with the complex maze, reac;hing the goal seventy-six
. se~ond~ more quickly when they ~ere alone. The .. ··
90 sam.e audience that.pushed the cockroaches t()
1 perform the simplet\ta*more, qliickly also delayed
. them when the task was more complex.

the

I
lVJ:ar~h
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11
Human Performance of Easy and Difficult
Tasks in Different Audience Scenarios

40 . . . . - - - - - - 1

•easytask
liJ difficult task

Which choice best represents the different meanings
of<<simple'' as used in line 27 and line 36?

1-----

A) Easy; straightforward
B) Mindless; sincere
C) Effortless; humble
D) Innocent; uncomplicated

•>··
alone

inattentive
audience

Based on the passage, the design ofTriplett's
fishing-reel experiment most likely ruled out which
potential objection to his findings?

attentive
audience

A) Improvements in the subjects' performance after
being asked to perform the task in front of an
audience may reflect the subjects' increasing
competence at the task.

Performance condition
Adapted from Hazel Markus, "The Effect of Mere Presence on
Social Facilitation: An Unobtrusive Test." ©1978 by Acad.emic Press,
Inc.

B) Differences between the subjects' performance
with an audience and their performance without
an audience may be influenced by the subjects'
prior experience with the task.

Participants were observed performing an easy task (such as
putting on their shoes) and a difficult task (such as putting
on a back-tying lab coat).·

I

C) Variations in performance among the subjects
under either audience condition may be
attributed to variations in the subjects' ages and
physical development.
D) Changes in the subjects' performance after being
put in front of an audience may result from some
subjects observing and imitating the performance
of more highly skilled subjects.

The main purpose of the passage is to
A) assert. that the majority of people learn more
· effectively in a group than they do alone.
B) present the contradictory results of two studies
about learning that have each ~een considered
groundbreaking.
C) show how various experiments helped establish
and refine the understanding of an audience's
.effect on performance.

Which choice provides the best evidence for the
answer to the previous question? .
A) Lines 19-22

D) chronicle the historical developinent of
competing theories of social interaction.

C'T~iplett

... study")

B) · Lines 23-24 ("Triplett ... 1897")
C) Lines 27-29 ("The task ... experiment")
D) Lines 29-32 ("They ... others")
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As presented in the passage, Triplett wo,Uld most
likely agree that human beings
A)

are

capable of ultimately masteruig almost any
- task with which they are presented~- ·

·B) exhibit a general tendency to avoid attempting
difficult tasks when they are alone.
.
C) have a strong desire to cooperate with other
members-of a group.
D) possess abilities that they are not always able to
exploit.

"Which.choic~ provides the best evidencefonµe; '
answer to the preVious questiol}i ._ ~

-· · -·

·

A) Lfues 9-10 ("Iri dozens .. <bikef)
B) Line$ 32-35 ("He ·concluded ~ ~ ·: "'1p.iie").
C) ·Lines 36;..3"9 ("Science .. ·.. ceriturf'), ·.:
I

.

. .

.

.

D) ·.·Lines 39~42.("Whil~ ... ~,-~·inhibitiort)·.· _ ,'

The author uses the terms "athletk cocboach.es,;,."roach spectato:rs,"·an:d ~cocktoach..athletes~~·inthe
last paragraph of the passage most likely to
.
A) call attention to the similarity of the two ·
expei;Unents descrilJed.
B) stre,ss the skepticism with which theauth9,r,Views

. :the design of the experiril~nt.

a

C) create casua:ltone that bffa~ts the seribusness,of
~e work being done.".
D) . re~forc~_the. id~a that ~~··ohserve4 co~~oa~h
behavior is comp~able.to µtat·ofhuµians,.

.

on :ave,rage, to'.perfom' ~ easytask.
wheri they were -~one?' . :: .
. . ·.
.
.
-

A) The cot1croachesbecajne.less hesitantm_n.iakmg
choices
they had beeii without an audj.ence.

than

B)· The cockrf)ache& c;oIIJ.ple~~d the !Ji~e -W,~i-~
slowly than they .had: withouf an _audieP.c:e.. ·
C) · The cockroaches iRthe maZe appeared.to
·' communicate directly With- the audience.

.

·.;· .• ·

·.

.·-.

.

'-

.

.

•

•

•.. f

..·;A) · M;o~e.'-tjian ,lO:s.econ<sl&,butlessJhaii
·!:$seconds
.
.

B):"; More than IS seconds:·btitless;,thcµi 20_s~conds
C) lv.(ore- th~ 20 $ecbnus ~lltj~s t!{a,n ~~5 s~conds

More than is. seconds butJes~ th~ 30:secQnds
----.

"t

:· "ln(otiriatlo11 a~olit:whi~,cjffhe·f~ll9~gJs'' - .
presen~ed: in the graphJ~ut_ N9! _di~¢:us~:~d.-m, th~
pa~sage?

1•
\

.

.'participant~~

D)

Based on the• passage,:which _chq~¢~ b~stdes~tjbes
whathappened.whenthe .c~clcroac;}ies.iti Zajqn~'s.
. experiJllent a~empted tc> £<>lliplett;·tht; ~cjmpleJ.C maze
fu frontQf a cocki-pa.,ch :aud.ieµce?.

.

.Accoi;dlng tc>the graph~ l!Ow.lcmgWd itfake · ·

:· ·

·•·

··_-:. · · ·

·;

~) Th~ time ne~dedfo complete.tasks
B) · l:>jfflculttasks

..

··

<;l, Tas~ P~4o~ed.aioµ,e '- ,·
D) An.jnattentive:audience ..

..:,•./

D) The cockroaches sought ou.t th~·siµ}pfod~k
instead of thefomplex m~e. ·. , · · · ·... ,
.

.

'

.

-

.

" :.~

.

.

·~ "'.- ~

:

: . .·...

.

~ .
'

~·

.

,
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ll
Questions 21-31 are based on the following
passages.
Passage 1 is adapted from Christine Dell'Amore, "Why Do
Zebras Have Stripes? New Study Offers Strong Evidence."
©2014 by National Geographic Society. Passage 2 is
adapted from Laura Poppick, "Why Do Zebras Have Stripes?
It's Not for Camouflage." ©2015 by Purch.

Line
5

10

75

20

25

30

35

40

Passage 1
The question of why zebras have stripes has
puzzled scientists-including Darwin-for over a
century, leading to five main hypotheses: that the
stripes repel insects, provide camouflage, confuse
predators, reduce body temperature, or help the
animals interact socially.
For the first time, scientists played all of these
theories against each other in a statistical model- ,
and the result was pretty much, well, black and white.
"We found again and again and again [that] the
only factor which is highly associated with striping is
to ban biting flies," said study leader Tim Caro, a
biologist at the University of California, Davis.
For the study, Caro and colleagues collected data
from a vast range of sources, including museum
collections and historical maps.
First, the- team' looked at variations in striping
patterns across the seven living species of the
equid group-which includes horses, asses, and
zebras-and their 20 subspecies. Most have some
sort of striping somewhere on their bodies.
They also noted where the stripes occurred on the
body-for instance, the face, belly, or rump.
The team then mapped where current and extinct
equid species live, where biting flies are found, the
ranges of predators like lions and hyenas,
distribution of forests, and other environmental
factors that could influence the evolution of stripes.
The data was then entered into a statistical model to
find out which variable best explains striping.
The results showed that the range of striped
species overlaps with where biting flies are most
active-regardle~s of species and where the stripes
occur on the body, according to the study.
Brenda Larison, a biologist at the University of
California, Los Angeles, who studies stripes in
plains zebras, said the new study' s approach is .
"broad brush," and that more specific research may
be needed.
That's why "the story is likely to be much more
complex, and this is unlikely to be the last word on ..
the subject," said Larison.

'~

Passage2
Researchers based at the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA) have produced one of the most
45 comprehensive zebra stripe studies yet by examining
how 29 different environmental variables influence
the stripe styles of plains zebras at 16 different sites
from south to central Africa.
The scientists found that the definition of stripes
50 along a zebra's back most closely correlated with
temperature and precipitation in a zebra's
environment, and did not correlate with the
prevalence of lions or tsetse flies in the region.
These findings suggest that torso stripes may do
55 more to help zebras regulate their body temperature
than to avoid predators and tsetse flies.
"This wall we kept hitting up against was, 'Well,
why do zebra have to have stripes for predation?
Other animals have predators, and they don't have
60 stripes,"' said study co-author Brenda Larison. "And
other animals get bitten by flies, and they don't have
.
stripes, either."
Other animals also need to regUlate body
temperature, or thermoregulate, Larison pointed out,
65 but zebras may especially benefit from an extra
cooling system because they digest food much less
efficiently than other grazers in Africa. As such~
zebras need to spend longer period~ of time out in
· the heat of the midday sun, eating more food.
10
The team found that the plains zebras with the
most-defined torso stripes gen~~ally lived in the~.
Northern, equatorial region of their range, whereas
thqse with less-defined torso stripes were more
common in the Southern, cooler regions of the
75 range-a finding that supports the thermoregulation
explanation.
Still, the researchers have not experimentally
tested the theory that black and white stripes may '
generate small-scale breezes over a zebra's body, and
80 some researchers don't think stripes can actually
create this effect.
"I don't think that you would want to have a lot of
black hairs along the top of your back if you wanted
to try to keep cool," said Tim Caro, a professor of
85 wildlife biology at the University of California:, Davis,
who studies zebra stripes but was not involved in
the new study. "It's kind of the last color that you
would want."

•.
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11.
90

Caro said regions with warmer, wetter climates
are particularly susceptible to several species' of
disease-carrying flies other than the tsetse flies that
the team considered in their study, and that the
relationship the researchers found may actually be a
function of fly avoidance, not thermoregulation.

In Passage. 2, the fourth paragraph (lines 63-69)
mainly serves to
A) note a dist1n~tion between zebras and other
animals with stripes.
B) suggest that a weakness in zebra physl.ology
. might be mitigated by stripes~

•-'

C) imply that Caro's research is based on a false
-premise about zebras' grazing behavior.

Which choice best supports the idea that Caro's
team's study may be relevant to animals other than
·zebras?

D) describe differences between zebras in warm
climates and those in cool climates.

A) Lines 1-6 ("The question ... socially")
B) Lines 10-13 ("We found ... Davis")

C) Lines 14-16 ("For ... maps")
Passage 2 implies that Larison's team's study falls
short of being definitive because Larison

D) Lines 31-34 ("The results ... study")

•

_A) disregarded facts that did not support her
conclusions.
In describing the new study' s approach as ((broad
brush" (line 38), Larison suggests that the study

B) used research methods that have not proved

A) produced results that are relevant to an array of
scientific disciplines.

C) did not build on the achievements of prior
research on the subject.

B) revealed that further research will require a
specialized focus.

D) has yet to confirm a key assumption made in
the study.

effective.

C) raised theoretical questions that proved
unanswerable.
D) collected far more data than could be analyzed

Which choice provides the best evidence for the
answer to the previous question?

properly.

A) Lines 49-53 ("The scientists ... region")
B) Lines 54-56 (((These ... flies")
According to Larison in Passage 2, the reason stripes
are partkularly beneficial to zebras is probably
because zebras

C) Lines 70-76 C'The team ... explanation")

D) Llnes 77 -81 ("Still ... effe.ct")

A) endure greater exposure to the midday sun than
other-grazers do.
B) cannot escape predators as easily as other grazers
in hot regions can.
C) live in hot, dry climates that lack an adequate
food supply for most grazers.
D) defend themselves more poorly against predator
attacks than other grazers do. .
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Based on Passage 2, Caro would most likely agree
with which of the following statements about
coloration patterns containing bla~k stripes?

Based on the description of Caro's study in Passage 1
and that of Larison' s study in Passage 2, with which
claim regarding zebras would _both researchers' most
likely agree?

A) They have an unknown ge~etic basis.

a

A) Stripes in zebras are used primarily for
different purpose than to pro~de camouflage.

B) They might hinder thermoregulation in animals.
C) They occur in nature very rarely.

B) The role of stripes in zebras remains as elusive
today as in the past.

D) They are aesthetically unappealing.

C) The evolution of stripes in zebras is in direct
response to predation.
D) The geographic locations in which zebras li~e do

In Passage 2, the phrase "particularly susceptible,,
(line 90) mainly serves to

not influence stripe patterns.

A) point out a flaw in Larison' s conception of
zebras' geographic range.
B) emphasize the abundance of pests where some
zebras live.

In the passages, Caro and Larison defend their
conclusions by relying on

C) highlight the challenges the terrain presents to
zebras in avoiding predators.

A) several experiments that simulate conditions in
nature.·

D) imply that the heat of their environment .affects
zebras more.negatively than it does other
grazers.

B) field observations over the course of several
months.
C) data collected fro":l various museums and maps.
D) observed cor~elations among multiple variables.

The. primary purpose of both passages i.s to consider
·
studies that
A) describe the process by which stripes became
widesp!ead among zebra species.
B) · dispute a common misconception regarding
zebra~·

stripes.

C) explore the likely benefit that zebras derive from
their stripes.
D) compare zebras' stripes to colqration in other
animal species.
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Questions 32-42 are based on the following
passage.

. given.to change, that your inconstancy has passed
into a proverb; for you no sooner set up an idol
firmly, than you are sure to pull it down and dash it
into fragments: and-this, because directly you reward
a benefactor, or a public servant, you distrust him,
merely because he is rewarded; and immediately
50 apply yourselves to find out, either that you have
been too bountiful in your acknowledgments, or he
remiss in his deserts. Any man who attains a high
place among you, from the President downwards,
may date his downfall from that moment; for any
55 printed lie that any notorious villain pens, although it
militate directly against the character and conduct of
a life, appeals at once to your distrust, and is believed.
You will strain at a gnat in the way of trustfulness
and confidence, however fairly won and well
60 deserved; but you will swallow a whole caravan of
camels, if they be laden with unworthy doubts and
mean suspicions. Is this well, think you, or likely to
elevate the character of the governors or the
governed, among you?'
65
The answer is invariably the same: 'There's
freedom of opinion here, you know. Every man
thinks for himself, and we are not to be easily
overFeached. That's how our people come to be
suspicious.'
45

This passage is from Charles Dickens, American Notes for
General Circulation. Originally published in 1842. After
spending six months traveling in North America, British
·
novelist Charles Dickens wrote an account of his travels and
of the. people he encountered.

But I may be pardoned, if on such.a theme as the
general character of the American people, and the
general character of their social system, as presented
Line to .a stranger's eyes, I desire to express my own
'
5 opinions in a few words, before I bring these volumes
to a close.
They are, by nature, frank, brave, cordial,
hospitable, and affectionate. Cultivation and
refinement seem but to enhance'their warmth of
10 heart and ardent enthusiasm; and it is the possession
of these latter qualities in a most 'remarkabie degree,
which renders an educated American one of the most
endearing and mo.st generous of friends. I never was
so won upon, as by this class; never yielded µp my
75 full confidence and esteem so readily and pleasurably, as
. to them; never can make again, in half a year, so
many friends for whom I seem to entertain the .
regard of half a·life.
These qualities are natural, I implicitly believe, to
20 the whole people. That they are, however, sadly
sapped and blighted in their growth among the m~ss; .
and that there are influences at work which endanger
them still more, and give but little present promise of
their healthy restoration; is a truth that ought to
25 be told.
It is an essential part of every national character to
pique 1 itself mightily upon its faults, and to deduce
tokens of its virtue or its wisdom from their very
exaggeration. One great blemish in the pop~ar mind
30 of America, and the prolific parent of an
innumerable brood of evils, is Universal Distrust..
Yet the American citizen plumes 2 himself upon this
spirit, even when he is sufficiently dispassionate to
perceive the ruin it works; and will often adduce it, in
35 spite of his own reason, as an instance of the great
sagacity and acuteness of the people, and their
superior shrewdness and independence.
'You carry,' says the stranger, 'this jealousy and
distrust into every transaction of public life. By repelling
40 worthy men from your legislative assemblies, it has
. bred up a class of candidates for the suffrage, who, in
their very act, disgrace your Institutions and your
peoP.le's choice. It has rendered you so fickle. and so

· 1 Take pride in
2 Indulges with self-satisfaction

One central idea of the passage is that Americans'
A) wariness of their elected representatives has led
to poor judgment on the part of citizens and to
inferior candidates for public office.
B) distrust of both their fellow citizens and
foreigners means that Americans will remain
insular and unrefined.
C) perceptiveness and independence have enabled
Americans to be astute judges of their elected
officials.
D) suspiciousness of their politicians has
undermined the government and contribu~ed to
widespread instability.
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Over the course of the passage, Dickens's main focus
shifts from
·

As used in line 18, "regard" most nearly means

A) defending Americans against the charge of being
· uncultivated to conceding that Americans would
benefit from being more refined.

B) motive.

B) describing particular kindnesses shown to him
by Americans to questioning why Americans are
so suspicious of their own countrymen.

D) aspect.

A) care.
C) appreciation.

C) discussing the tendency of nations to take pride
in their flaws to recommending that Americans
view themselves more critically.

Dickens suggests that the tendency toward suspicion
exhibited by many Americans is especially
problematic because it

D) praising admirable qualities identified with
Americans to expressing concern about certain
objectionable American traits.

A) causes people to be distrustful of their neighbors
and acquaintances.
B) emboldens people to challenge each other's
judgments.
C) in'1tes people to ·act with too great a degree of
independence.

As used in line 2 and line 3, "character" most nearly
means

D) encourages people to act against their best
interests.

A) symbol.
B) rank.

C) nature.
D) portrayal.

As used in line 35, "reason" most nearly means
A) judgment.
B) explanation.

Which choice provides the best evidence for the idea
that Americans too readily accept unfounded
criticism of their elected leaders?

C) .cause.
D) defense.

A) J,ines 7 -13 ("They ... friends")
B) Lines 13-18 ("I never ... life")
C) Lines 52-57 ("Any ... believed")
D) Lines 62-64 ("Is this ... you")
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Dickens most likely adopts the point of view of
"the stranger" (line 38) in order to

Which choice provides the best evidence for the
answer to the previous question?

A) expose harsh criticisms of Americans that he
believes to be unfounded.

A) Lines 39-43 ("By repelling ... choice")
B) Lines 43-45 ("It has ... proverb")

B) dramatize a strong view of a certain American
intellectual tendency in an im~ginary
conversation.

C) Lines 47-49 ("directly ... rewarded")
D) Lines 58-62 ("You will ... suspicions") .

C) articulate a view of Americans that he previously
held and has since abandoned.·
D) report on a conversation that he had with a
particular American citizen.

According to the passage, Americans quickly tum
against the elected leaders they had recently idolized
because Americans
A) are suspicious that anyone who is elected might
not be worthy of the honor.

In the passage, Dickens implies that American
are often

B). have learned from experience that elected
representatives are likely to be corrupt.

politic~ leaders

A) unrespqnsive to their constituents.

C) know that elected officials abandon their
political platforms soon after being elected.

B) undeserving of the positions they hold.

C) too changeable in their judgments.

D) distrust the political institutions that are the '
foundation of the American government.

D) well positioned to wield their authority.
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with vaccinated control mice. The reduction was less

Questions 43-52 are based on the fol~owing
passage and supplementary material.

marked by day 28, as blood antibody levels appeared
to rebound. But when the researchers observed the
mice lacking TlrS on the 85th day after vaccination,·
50 their antibodies seemed to have dipped again,
suggesting that without this bacterial signaling, the
effects of the flu vaccine wane more quickly.
The researchers saw similar results when they
gave mice a polio vaccine, which, like the flu shot,
55 uses an inactivated virus and doesn't contain
so-called adjuvants-additives that boost the body's·
immune response. Pulendran and colleagues suggest
that these weaker, adjuvant-lacking vaccines rely
more heavily on bacterial signaling. (They didn't see
60 the same results with the live virus in the yellow fever
vaccine, for example.)
No specific type of bacteria seemed more
important than another in prompting the vaccine
response. But further experiments showed a major
65 role for macrophages-immune cells that display
pieces of the virus to activate B cells and that cart also
recognize flagellin. Pulendran's favored explanation
is that flagellin manages to break through the lining
of the intestines to circulate in the body and activate
70 B cells and macrophages, amping up antibody
production. But where and how the interaction
happens "is a huge mystery," he says. "We don't have
the full answer."

This passage is adapted from Kelly Servick, "Gut Bugs May
Boost Flu Shot's Effects." ©2014 by American Association for
the Advancement of Science.

Line

· 5
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Every year, some unlucky people get the flu even
though they've had their seasonal shot. One reason,
accordingto a new study, might be their gut bacteria.
Researchers have shown that, at least in mice, a
strong immune response to the flu vaccine relies in
part on signals from intestinal microbes. The findings
could help explain variation in the response to the
vaccine and suggest ways to maximize its
effectiveness.
The new evidence came out of a curious
observation that researchers revealed in a 2011 paper.
Bali Pulendran, an immunologist at Emory
University in Atlanta, and colleagues were looking
for genetic signatures in the blood of people injected
with the trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine-a
mixture of three flu strains. They wanted to know
whether the expression of specific genes in the
immune system's white blood cells correlated with
the amount of vaccine-specific antibodies in the
blood~which indicates how strongly a person's
immune system responds to the shot, and how much
protection that person will gain against future
infections. In a long list of genes associated with
strong vaccine response, the researchers found an
unexpected one: the gene that codes for a protein
called toll-like receptor 5 (TLRS).
"We thought this must just be a coincidence,"
Pulendran says. TLRS is a sensor of flagellin, !1
protein that makes up the appendages of bacteria.
Why would a receptqr that interacts with bacteria in
the gut have anything to do with the body's response
to a virus injected into muscle? Maybe, the group
thought, B cells-the white blood cells that produce
antibodies-receive a signal from bacteria that boosts
their activity.
To explore that possibility, the researchers
designed a new study using mice. They gave the flu
vaccine t9 three different groups: mice genetically
engineered to lack the gene for TLRS, germ-free mice
with no microorganisms in their bodies, and mice
that had spent 4 weeks drinking water laced with
antibiotics to obliterate most of their microbiome.
Seven days after vaccination, all three groups
showed significantly reduced concentrations of
vaccine-specific antibodies in their blood compared

Figure_ 1
· Concentration of Vaccine-Specific
Antibodies 7 Days after Vaccination

0.00

wild
(control)

germwithout
given
Tlr5 antibiotics free
Mouse type
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Figure 2

Concentration of Vaccine-Specific
Antibodies over Time
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A) did not antidpate that the gene coding for TLRS
would be so widespread in the people who
received the trivalent vaccine.
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In the second paragraph (lines 10-26), the author
uses the words "curious,, and "unexpected" primarily
to suggest that Pulendran and his colleagues

'

B) assumed that the gene coding for TLRS would
not be found in any of the people with weak
immune responses to the trivalent vaccine.

I

6

0.60

I

I

I
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0
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C) were surprised to find a link between the
expression of the gene coding for TLRS and
relatively high counts of triva}ent
vaccine-specific antibodies.

I

'

10 20 30 40

so

60 70 80 90

D) had previously overlooked the connection
between the gene coding for TLRS and changes
in white blood cells in response to the trivalent
vaccine.

Days after vaccination
Mouse type
-e- wild (control)
- -0- -

without TlrS

•1~s1t~~~.~;;~·,";.: ·;~,·:7.<·····,.\!"~;'.;J>?.'.• _,,.

Whi~h statement regarding.subjects who had strong
immune responses to the trivalent vaccine can be
most reasonably inferred from the passage?

Figures adapted from Jason Z. Oh et al., ''TLRS-Mediated Sensin9 of
Gut Microbiota Is Necessary for Antibody Responses to Seasonal
Influenza Vaccination." ©2014 by Elsevier Inc..

A) They demonstrated higher white blood cell
counts in response to the trivalent vaccine than
il). response to other vaccines.
·

The primary purpose of the passage is to

B) They had a similar pattern of gene expression
that was not found in subjects with weak
re~ponses to the vaccine.

A) discuss research on a factor that influences
vaccine effectiveness.

C) They showed immunity to flu strains other than
those for which the trivalent vaccine was
intended.

B) describe how vaccines are tested for safety an.d
efficacy.
C) pre~ent a study of the role of bacteria in causing
illness.

D) They possessed some types of intestinal bacteria •
·that previously had been obse~ed only in mice.

D) analyze the genetic components of the flu virus.
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Which choice provides the best evidence for the
answer to the previous question?

The main purpose of the last paragraph is to
A) question the overall importance of the vaccine
response in light of new discoveries.

A) Lines 4-6 ("Researchers ... microl?es")
B) Lines_l2-16 ("Bali ... strains")

B) suggest that the researchers who studied the
vaccine response were uncertain about their
data.

C) Lines 23-26 ("In a ... TLRS,,)
D) Lines 28-29 ("TLRS ... bacteria")

C) emphasize the fact that further research into the
nature of the vaccine response is necessary.
D) urge other scientists to consider furthering the
existing work regarding the vaccine response.

According to the passage, which statement best
expl~ins the hypothesis that Pulendran' s group tested
in their experiment with mice?
A) B cells must receive signals from intestinal
bacteria to begin producing vaccine-specific
antibodies.

As used in line 63, "prompting,, most ~early means
A) inciting.

B) Vaccines containing active viruses must be
accompanied by adjuvants to generate a strong
'immune response.

B) suggesting.

C) shortening.
D) refreshing.

C) The effectiveness of vaccines at stimulating
flagellin activity depends on the presence of the
gene that codes for TLRS.
D) The strength of the imm~e response following
vaccination is related to the white blood cells'
detection of signals from intestinal bacteria.
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Based on the passage and figures 1 and 2, how would
the bars in figure 1 most likely change if they focused
on the concentration of vaccine-specific antibodies
14 days after vaccination?

According to figure l, the relative concentration of
vacdne-specific antibodies in the germ-free mice
7 days after vaccination was closest to which value?
A) 0.20

A) The bar for the mice without TlrS would be
lower.

B) 0.80

C) 1.00

B) The bar for the mice given antibiotics would be
higher than the b_ar for the control mice.

D) 1.20

C) The bar for the control mice only would be
higher.

D) The bars for all four groups of mice would be
higher.
·

Figure 2 supports which statement about the relative
concentrations of vaccine-specific antibodies in
control mice and in mice without Tlr5?
A) They increased between 7 and 28 days after
vaccination.
B) .They reached their highest points 85 days after
vaccination.
C) They began to decrease 28 days after vaccination.
D) They returned to their lowest levels 85 days after
vaccination.

STOP
If you finish before time is called, you may check your work on this section only.
Do not turn to any other section.
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Writing and Language Test
35 MINUTES, 44 QUESTIONS
· Turn to Section 2 of your answer sheet.to answer the questions in this section.

'"'Di'"'*'

Each passage below is accompanied by a number of questions. For some questions, you
will consider how the passage might be revised to improve the expression of ideas. For
other questions, you will consider how the pa~sage might be, edited to .correc~:t errors in
sentence structure, usage, or punctuation. A passage or a question may be accompanied by
one or more graphics (such as a table or graRh) that you will consider as you make revising
and editing decisions.

Some questions will direct you to an underlined portion of a passage. Other questions will
direct you to a location in a passage or ask you to think about the passage as a whole.
After reading each passage, choose the answer to each question that most effectively
improves the quality of writing in the passage or that makes the passage conform t? tr~
conventions of standard written English. Many questions include a "NO CHANGE" option.
Choose that option if you think the best choice is to leave the relevant' portion of the
passage as it is.

Questions 1-11 are based on the following pas~age.

Agriculture Grows Up
[l] Current agricultural practices will not be able to
meet the needs of the world's growing population, which
is exP.ected to rise to 9.6 billion by the year 2050. [2] The
amounts of arable land, water, and fossil fuels necessary
to feed so many people using conventional agricultural
methods are simply too great. [3] Vertical farms
maximize.available space by stacking plant racks on top
of each other inside skyscrapers and by growing crops
year-round, regardless of weather conditions. [4] This
method of farming increases crop production per square
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meter, yielding much more food than does a traditional
To make this paragraph most logical, sentence 5
·
should be placed

farming method employed on an equivalent area of land.
[5] One creative alternative is vertical farming: growing

A) where it is now.

crops arranged vertically inside tall buildings rather than
spread horizontally on land.

B) after sentence 1.

D

C) after sentence 2.

D) after sentence 3.

Conventional agriculture uses 70 percent of the
world's available drinking ~ater for irrigation, while
vertical farming techniques are much more efficient in

II its use of water. Using drip irrigation to water th~

A) NOCHANGE
B) it's

roots of plants directly rather than irrigating the soil ·

C) there

around the plants, vertical farmers use less water than do

D) their

II traditional places like farms. Other water-efficient
methods available to vertical farmers are hydroponics
(suspending plants in troughs .of circulating nutrient-

A) NOCHANGE

enriched water) and aeroponics (irrigating plants with

B) farms using traditional methods.

only water vapor and nutrients).

C) traditional farmers.

II

D) traditional farms.

At this point, the writ.er is considering adding the
following sentence.
Wheat, corn, and rice are problematic to grow in
vertical farms because of the large amount of .
space these crops require relative to the amount
of food they produce.
Should the writer make this addition here?
A) Yes, because it presents a claim that is countered
later in the passage.
·
B) Yes, because it gives an example that supports·
the main point of the paragraph.
C) No, because it distracts from the focus of the
paragraph by adding irrelevant information.
D) No, becau.se it contradicts a point made earlier in.
the paragraph.
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Because their indoor facilities can be placed

II sufficient light and energy, vertical
farms can be located where they 11 had been most
anywhere there is

A) NOCHANGE
B) justaboutenough
C) an unobjectionable amount of

needed: in cities1. Establishing farms in cities not only
provides residents with fresh produce

D) a plenitude of essential

I.I but also

reduces the fossil fuel consumed during shipping. Salad
greens from the Chicago-based company FarmedHere,

A) NOCHANGE

for example, are sold within a few miles of the vertical

B) were

farm where they are harvested. By contrast, most lettuce

C) are
P) are being

consumed in Chicago mustbe transported over
1,0001;11iles by truck before it is eaten.

A) NO CHANGE
B) and also reduces

C) as it also reduces
D) while also reducing
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· D~spite. the advantages of verti<;:al farrni.Ilg, it can J~e ;-',.
difficult to construct buildings·that letin enough sunlight

'Which choice most effectively sets up the; next
sentence in the paragraph? .

1

f~r crops to grow, and

11 the energy needed to

A) NOCHANGE

.

'

supplement or replace sunlight with artificial light can be

B) ·theair quality inside the bulldings diff~rs
/
accordin'g to focation~ ·
·

prohibitively expensive. However, preliminary

· C)- th~ atchite~t.w0,ulqlikely_needsomeknowledge. _
of vertical fatmiµg.
_
.

experi~ents wi~ lo~-cost LED lights have been
'

promising, showing that farming with artifiCial µght .can
be feasible on a

,

r •

•

•

:

c

:

•

•

,

•
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.
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D) cities thclt are already popwous may not have
.roo1,1ifor mor~ buildings.-:

IJ large and great scale. Mor~ :

experiments are necessary to demonstrate the viability of
vertical farms, which Dickson

lltJ Despommier professoi- .
A) . ~P:(:HANGE,

of, public health and environmental health sciences at

B) l~ge

J_~-~~-~~:;_S?.

Columbia Up.iversity, believes could mak~ cities ne;ulf>: --

cf.· large, extensiye
Df :Iru;ge"and also'.extensive •

self-sufficient food producers. Still, as delll.and. fQr· '_

.

'

.

'.·.

'

- .-.

.

~

.

agricultural produce continues to incre.ase~~ID v;ertiCal- ·
'farming advocates will likely encourage consumers'to
A) NOCHANGE

patronize local businesses, including vertical far~s.

B) _Despommier, professor of

. C) Desponunier professor, of
D) · Despoimllier professor of

The writer wants a conclusion .that restates the main ·
idea of the passage. Whi~h choice best accomplishes·
· this goal?
·
'. .
·
<

A) NO·CHANGE
B) vertical-farming advocates seek additiqnal ways
to allow sunlight into city buildings so the plants
can grow.
C) researchers are contllluing to in'.vestigate the i
feasibility of using low-cost LED lights in vertical
farming.
' D) vertical farming and sUJ:lilar efforts to meet the
··world's nutritional needs can onlyb~c:ome more
important.
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Questions 12-22 are based on the following passage~

A) NO CHANGE
A Singer Finds Her Voice

B) writers; and

C) writers and,

In the spring of 1963, African Americans across the

D) Writers, and

United States learned that the civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr. had been arrested at a nonviolent

•:::0~,·:~~r,;~~\:}"3'-~~~1~s~~t!1f'l£:

demonstration protesting racial segregation in Alabama.

A) NOCHANGE
As King worked on his historic "Letter from Birmingham
Jail," many African American musicians,

B) enlarge

mwriters,

C) advance
D) elaborate

and, other artists looked for ways to use their skills to

llJ increase the cause of civil rights. One such artist,

mSimone; became a strong
public voice for the movement, mhaving studied
celebrated singer Nina

A) NOCHANGE
B) ·Simone-

. classical music at th~ Juilliard School in New York City.

C) Simone,
D) Simone

The writer _wants to introduce one of the passage's
important ideas. Which choice best accomplishes
this goal?
·
A) NOCHANGE
B) even though she hesitated at first to take a
pro.t,ninent role.
C) although her early musical work was in jazz and
cabaret.
. D) an unsurprising turn of events for such a
talented singer.
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·· Simone's _friend, the dramatist Lorrajne Hansberry;;
had recently brought national attention to radal ·

·A) NO CHANGE.
B) Regardless,

inequality through her play A Raisin in the Sun;

·-

C) On ~e.contrary,

Hansberry was passionate about inspiring her follow

D) DEL.ETE the underlined portion ·and capitalize. ·.·
the next wc>rd..
· ·
·
· · ··
·

artists tq be more outspoken in support of civil rights.

m

However, she pointedly asked Simone

II what she

was doing for the-movement while its most visible leader

sat in a jail cell. Although Simon_e was an avid supporter,

A) ·NO:CHAN9E

she said she did not see herself in a leadership rok

B) was she doing an~gJor tlie.m~vementw.hile •.
its most visible: leader sat iii jail cell~
' .. . - ' ,.

a

Simone's unease about playing a more vo~al part in
the movement

C) whetJ;ier she was doiIIg anythipg fot th.e · • _ .:
moveinel)t while it~ IDQSt visibleJeader.s.at in a ..
jailc~ll?. · ·
. ·
.· ·
.. · ....

mwere based largely on her misgivings

about mixing politics with popular music. She thought
r

·'I))··· what she was-doing for':th.e,movemenhvhile its

.· m?~t, visiple.. Je~dersa~, ~:a
Jaj].·.··.
ce.µ.~1
..

that a three-minute song was too brief tO ·ad~quately .·'
convey a nuanced political message.

-~·

.·-

'·

··--

.-'

'-

·,

,·_,

'

llJ M~reover,Jt
.

.

seemed to her that popular mush:, tyPically intended for

-

:·~. ~"?><~~

~ight entertainment, did notpr~vid¥the_diwli!v:the.: ... :· ·
•

•

•

~~

,. J ' -

·";_

- ·-

~

:.

'• .

A) NO CHANGE
B) are

~

subject matter deserved. Shefeared that.~ohle ideals:_
would be cheaperied ifezj?re~s.e~_tot4e.t~e

C) .have been
\,_'

pf.C\ pop

D) was·

song. Hansberry, he>wev,er, urged h..er tp t(;!~orisifier ~ ·
The writer is consideririg .dele~g theunderliried
sentence.· Should the. sentence .be kept or dele~ed?
· A) Kept, because it elaboratf.s on a key tenn that is
used in the paragraph.
·
·
·

·:P) .Kept, because it adds an additional detail that
. supports the mairi point of the paragrap~.
C) Deleted, because it q.istract~ from the paragraph'~
· discussion by introducing irrelevant··
information.

D)._ Deleted, because·itmerelyrepeats inform.ation
that is found earlier inthe.,passage.

una,~t~~r.~~~_,cqpyl~g ~~,r~u~~(of any Part of this page is ill~al.
;. : '. , ·.' ·- ' -~·- . .

.- .. «_· ',..·_: • :· .- •. ,, -;

' : • ~ '....:. ;: '-~'

.
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Only a few months after King's arrest, the backlash
Which choice most effectively combines the
sei;itences at the underlined portion?

against civil rights activists intensified. News of violent
acts carried out against civil rights demonstrators and
even bystanders shocked t~e public. The

A) events so dismayed Simone that in 1964 she
wrote and performed

Em events

B) events dismayed Simone; in 1964 Simone wrote
and performed
'

dismayed Simone. In 1964 she wrote and performed her
first protest song to express her anguish. Other such

C) events, to her dismay, caused her in 1964 to write

and perform

songs followed. Simone decided that Hansberry had been

D) events, dismaying her, caused her in 1964 to
write and perform

right-the stage and the airwaves could be used to
promote the struggle for civil rights and

mhave

denounced discrimination and violence.
In 1965, at the age of 34, Hansberry died. In 1970,

A) NO CHANGE

Simone composed a political anthem and named it after a

B) denounce

play based on Hansberry's work: "To Be Young, Gifted,

C) denouncing

D) will denounce

and Black." The song was a heartfelt tribute to the artist
and activist who had inspired Simone's own political
development.

m

The writer wants a conclusion that emphasizes how
Simone sought to motivate members of her audience
to take political action of their own. Which choice
best accomplishes this goal?
A) For Simone, the meaning of the song was more
important than the melody or the complexity of
the lyrics-she just wanted to reach people with
her message.
B) In a fitting turn, Simone encouraged listeners to
recognize their abilities and dedicate them to the
cause of civil rights, just as Hansberry had done
for her.
C) Simone eventually left the United States, but she

continued to produce musk that made her a
worldwide phenomenon.
D) Simone was invited to New York City in 1971 to
receive a commendation from the Congress of
Racial Equality for her musical work.
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Questions 23-33 are baseCI on the following passage
and supplementary material.

,•·

A) NOCHANGE
B) Specialists within the field

Thelnner\Vor~gsof\Vork

C) Being a specialist within the field
9

Ell A specialist within the field of psychology,

D) Th,ose that are specialists within the fields .

industrial/organizational (I/O) psychologists are hired by
companies to apply psychological principles and research
A) NOCHANGE

methods to the workplace. With the goal of improving

B) maybe weary

workplace culture and organization, I/O psychologists

C) may be wary
study many elements of a comp~ny, such as hiring

D) may be weary

processes, training, and employee work habits, and help
implement changes to impr~ve them. Though hiring an
I/0 psychologist is an e~pense a company

mmaybe

wary of taking on, it pays off: an investment in the expert
guidance of an I/O psychologist can yield process
improvements, increased job_satisfaction among
employees, and cost savings.
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I/O psychologists strive to promote productivity and
cooperation among employees. Eduardo Salas, an I/O

A) NOCHANGE

psychologist at the Institute for Simulation· and Training

B) dynamics among astronauts and the variables
C) dynamic' s among astronauts and the variables

at the University of Central Florida, consults with

D) dynamics among astronauts and the ·variable's

orgaI?-izations to study how employees interact with each
other and respond to challenges. For example, he has
worked with NASA to study team

II dynamic's among

A) NO CHANGE

astronauts and the variable's inherent in the isolated and

B) dodgy

mdicey environment of outer space. "It is usually

C). c~ancy
D) hazardous

context specific," Salas says of his team-training strategy.
So, when working with NASA, his goal was to provide
recommendations that would.keep astronauts safe and
productive.

r
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·tB Survey results can be an effective means of
gauging the effectiveness of I/O psychologists. A
company's success depends largely on worker

IB1 morale; a 20 I 0 G.allup study, found that productiVity

Which choice -provides the bestintroduction to the
main idea ofthe paragraph?
·
A) NOCHANGE
B) Employee productivity can' be affected by a

variety of factors. :

lost by unhappy, disengaged workers. costs companies
/

$28,000 per person annually.
los~es,

DJ'To mi:nilniz~ such

some ~/O psychologists research ways, to make

employees feel valued and e~gaged; For example, they

C) I/O psychologists _can also improve workplaces .
by fo:cusing on employee. satisfac:tion. . .
··n) · Inadditionto.making recommendations, I/O
psycholpgists c~ sugg~~t effecµve ways o(
· implementing the~.·
·· · · -..··

may design training cour.ses to help emplQyees learn new
skills or advance to leadership positions.
A) NOCHANGE .
.B) morale~a2010Gallupstudy;

C). morale, a 20io Gallup study,

. D) morale: a~2010 Gallup study .

·Which choice provides the best transition from the
previous sentence? ·
· ·
. A) NO CHANGE

B) pespite that study,
.C). Althougli_workers.are:often diseng~~~<f,. ·

D).

Sine~

productiyitjr can vary,
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A 2014 survey of the 500 fastest-growing private
companies in the US found that more than half are

A) NO CHANGE

looking for innovative ways to attract and r~tain

B) insights

C) perceptiveness

high-performing employees. To meet these needs,
companies are increasingly turning to the

D) discernment

Im intuitions

· provided by l/O psychology. The US Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports that 1/0 psychology is still a relatively
small field:

Which choice best illustrates the claim made earlier
in the sentence with information from the table?

mthe total number of psychologists is

expected to incr~ase 12 percent from 2012 to 2022.

A) NOCHANGE

However, I/O ps.ychology is one of the fastest~growing

B) there will be almost 1,000 more jobs in I/O
psychology ~y 2022.

fields in the country, expected to grow

m

C) there were only about 1,6001/0 p~ychologists
in 2012.
·

to

178,900 employees between 2012 and 2022.

D) the total number of psychologists in 2022 is
projected to be 1.78,900.

·Employment Projections for Psychologists, 2012-2022
Occupational
2012
title
employment
Clinical,
counseling,
and.school
psychologists
Industrial/
organizational
psychologists
Other
psychologists
Total
psychologists

145,100

2022
projected
employment

Percent
increase,
2012-2022
(projected)·

161,500

11%

Which choice provides accurateinformation from
the table to support the point made in the sentence?
A) NOCHANGE
B) 11 percent
C) 56 percent

1,600

2,500

56%

l3,500

14,900

10%

160,200

178,900

12%

D) from 13,500 to 14,900 employees

Adapted from US Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Employment Projections, 2014.
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Though companies must ~pend money to hire 1/0

mpsychologists, but doing so is a worthwhile

A) NOCHANGE

investment. Businesses can hire 1/0 psychologists

B) psychologists; while
. C) psychofogists; however,

full-time or contract with them on a short-term basis to ·

D) psychologists,

solve specific problems. More than just benefiting a
company's bottom line, 1/0 psychologists can help
people feel valued and engaged at work, and that results
in jobs well done.
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Questions 34-44 are based on the following passage
and supplementary material.

A) NOCHANGE
B) conservationists' have identified hundreds
The Road to Recovery

C) conservationist's have identified hundreds'

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) requires the.

D) conservationists have identified hundreds'

US government to identify and protect plant and animal
species that are in danger of extinction. While the ESA
helps to preserve species classified as endangered,

A) NOCHANGE

Ill conservationists have identified hundreds of at-risk

B) guarantee by ensuring
C) ensure the certainty

species that do not appear on the government's

D) ensure

endangered species list. A species that may require
protection under the ESA must first be vetted vi<\ a
complicated and time-consuming process. Since the
1,

ESA's implementation in 1973, 10 percent of all species
that were candidates for inclusion on the list have
disappeared. If the ESA is to fulfill its task of presei:-ving
biological diversity, it must refo~m its procedures to

m

ensure and guarantee that the list accurately reflects

the number of at-risk species in existence.
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The ESA considers a species endangered if it is "in
Which choice best introduces the topic of this
sentence?

danger of ex:tinction throughout all or a significant
portion of its range.'' Many critics of the act argue that

A) NOCHANGE
this ambiguous terminology hinders.species from being
classified as endangered.

B) Although there is disagreement about the terms
that should be used,.

Im Some critics also worry that

C) Critics do not always have suggestions about
how the ESA might be improved;

the ESA could have negative economic impacts, so
scientists and government officials must define it for
themselves, and they often

D) Because the act does not explain the meaning of
"a significant portion,"

mreach for different

conclusions. A more objective approach would be to
define the term "endangered" as the probability of a
species becoming extinct within a set number of years.

A) NO CHANGE
B) reach

While scientists may debate the methods used to

C) reach toward

calculate this probability of extinction,

I'm therefore, the

D) have an outreach of

set number of years would n.eed to be defined,
conservationists could identify at-risk species using this
A) NOCHANGE

standard of measurement.

B) and
C). even so,
D)

DEL~TE the

underlined portion.
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The ESA' s criteria would also benefit from

IPJ tighter restrictions. The act uses only two categories

Which choice best introduces the discussion in the
rest of the paragraph?

to classify at-risklriJ species. These two categories are

A) NOCHANGE
"endangered" -likely to go extinct-and "threatened" -

B) clearer definitions of key terms.

likely to become endangered in the near future. By

C) stronger oversight.

contrast, the International Union for Conservation of

D) being more inclusive.

Nature (IUCN), a private environmental

mgroup

acknowledges a broader range of species vulnerability by
Which choice most effectively combines the
sentences at the underlined portion?

using three categories for at-risk species in the wild:
critically endangered, endangered, and vulnerable. A

A) species:
B) species; respectively, the two are
C) species, these being
D) species: they are

A) NOCHANGE
B). group;

C) groupD) group,
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12
comparison of animals classified by the ESA and the
IUCN

lfJ reveal that the Ill IUCN lists a total of

A) NO CHANGE
B) revealing

642 at-risk species.

C) reveals
. D) have revealed

Noninclusion ofIUCN At-Risk Species
by the US Endangered Species Act
Percent·
Total
Total
IU CN-listed unrecognized unrecognized
species
byESA
byESA
55.
44
80.0%
Amphibians
Birds
25
40.3%
62
36
18
50.0%
Mammals
195
176
90.3%
Gastropods
Insects
105
100
95.2%
189
168
88.9%
Crustaceans
Total
642
531
82.7%

Which information from the table provides the
strongest evidence in support of the passage's main
argument?
\
A) NOCHANGE
B) ESA fails to recognize 82.7 percent of the species
listed as at-risk by the IUCN.
C) ESA fails.to recognize 80.0 percent of the
amphibian species listed by the IUCN as at-risk.

Adapted from J. Berton C. Harris et al., "Conserving Imperiled Species: A
Comparison of the IUCN Red List and US Endangered Species Act."
©2011 by Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

D) IUCN"includes six classes ofanimals in its
classifications of at-risk animal populations.

The US government could improve the scope of its
conservation efforts by recognizing more degrees of risk

Which choice best introduces the argument made in
the final sentence of the paragraph? .

and using the IUCN's categories as a model for ESA
reform. A new classification system could also

mbe

A) NOCHANGE

financially_ ~dvantageous; the US government would ~e

B) please conservationists more than any other
strategy;

abl~ to begin protection efforts earlier, which might

C) be subject to further revision;_ ·

prevent th~ need for drastic-and costly-interventions

D) ·constitute a model for other nations grappling
with environmental perils;,

when a species is nearly extinct.

STOP
If you finish before time is called, you may check your work on this section only.
Do not turn to any other section.
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Math Test - No· Calculator ·
25 MINUTES, ·20 QUESTIONS.
Turn to Section 3 of your answer sheet to answer the questions in this section.

For questions 1-15, solve each problem, choose the best answer from the choi<;:es
provided, and'fiH in the corresponding circle on your answer sheet. For questions 16-20,
solve the problem and enter your answer in the grid on the answer sheet. Please refer to
the directions before question 16'on how to enter your answers in the grid. You may use
a.ny available space in your test booklet for scratch work.

'°'"*'

1. The use of a calculator is not permitted.

2. All variables and expressions used represent real numbers unless otherwise indicated.
3. Figures provided in this test are drawn to scale unless otherwise indicated.

4. All figures lie in a plane unless otherwise indicated.
5. Unless otherwise indicated, the domain of a given function f is the set o~ all real numbers x for
which f(x) is a real number.

l;i#d;HHii

~·b~

G
·A= nr 2

A =fw

b
1
A=-bh

C = 2nr

2

a
c2

= a2 + b2

.

2x~x

~

s~
45°

s

x...f3
Special Right Triangles

~

'l__)h
V=inr 3
3

V= .fwh

1
V=-fwh
3

The number of degrees of arc in ~ circle is 360.
The number of radians of arc in a circle is 2n.
The sum of the measures in degrees _of the angles of a triangle is 180.
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I/

I

)

I
I

I/

A) l Sx8

j

I/

+2x 2 ~ 14 ,

5

'")

B)

3x ·+ 12x3 + 2x 2 +,14

) '\

C)

3~ 5 + 12x 3 + 6x 2 + 14

D)

3x + 12x3 +4x 2 -2x+ 14

A

v.

I

)

j

,6

\

(12x 3 - 2~ 2 + 6)?.,

I

0
I'-'

' \,,
-8- i-=-6- =4-

What is the swp. of ( 3x 5 + 4x + 8) and

j ~

\0

12

-

2- _4_ -6- ---8-

\

4

I

16

's
I

5

2 ' \

I

I
I

x

\
\

\
\

\
~

The lines in the xy-plane above are the graphs of two
linear equations. What is the solution (x,y) to tl1:e
system formed by the equations?

A)-(-2,4)

B) (-1,2)
C) (0, 0)

D) (0,4)

A checkers enthusiast is customizing a checkers set
by painting a design on each of the 24 checkers in the
set. It takes the enthusiast 35 minutes to paint the
design on each checker. If c of the checkers are
already painted, which. of the following represents
the number of additional minutes needed to finish
painting the set of checkers?
A) 24(35- c)
B) 24(c- 35)

C) 35(24 - c)
D) 35(c- 24)
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. What are the slope and they-intercept of the graph
hi the xy-plane of the equation Sx + 4y + 3 == 0 ?
A) The slope is-~, and ~e y-intercept is

'

4

B) The slope is -

C) The siope is
·.

.

(0,-~ ).
4

~, and they-intercept is (0, ~);
4

4

~,and they-intercept is (0, -~ ).
4

4

D) The slope is~, and they-intercept is (0, ~ ).

4

4

Line .e is shown in the xy-plane abov~. Line m (not
shown) is parallel to line .f. and passes tlirough the
point (0,3). Which of the following is an eqQation of
line m ?

A)

y=-~x+3
3

B)

y == --x+ 3

. 1
-x-2==3c-X
4
What value of x satisfies the equation above?

.

3

2

2

A)

4
3

B)

4

.C)

5

D)

~O

C) y=-x+3

3

3
D) y=-x+3
2

.i
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(2x-l)(x+2) 2

=O

What is the solution set to the equation above?

x-1

x+l

3

2

What is the solution to the equation shown?

A) U.-2}.
{-H
u.-2, 2}
H,-2, 2}

A) -5
B) -2

B)

C)

0

D)

1

C)

D)

P(x)

=x2 -

llx + k

In the function above, k is a constant. If 2 is a zero of
the function, what is the value of k ?
A) -18

(3 + 4i) - (2 + 3i)

B)

-2

In the complex number system, which of the

C)

3

following is equivalent to the e~pression above?
(Note: i = -H_)

D)

18

A) 0
B) 1 + i
C) -1- i

D) -5-7i
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t

P(t) = 60(3) 2

3x 2 - 6x 2

The number of microscopic organisms in a petri dish
grows exponentially with time. The function P above
models the number of organisms after growing for
t days in the petri dish. Based on the function, which
of the following statements is true?

Which of the following expressions is equivalent to
the expression above for x > 0 ?
A)

_I_
- 2x 2

3x

C)

A) The predicted number of organisms in the dish
triples every two days.

1

B)
1
3x

2

B) The predicted number of organisms in the dish
doubles every three days.

2

C) The predicted number of organisms in the dish
triples every day.

D) _I_

2x 2

D) The predicted number of organisms in the dish
~oubles every day.

x-2

1

1

--=-+-x-3 x x-3
What is the·solution set of the equation above?
A) {l}
B) {0, 3}
C) {1, 2}
D) {l, 3}
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In the xy-plane, the graph of the equation y :::: 9x - 8

Which of the following expressions is equivalent

intersects the graph of the equation y :::: x 2 at two

2

to (-4x 3) 3 ?

points. What is the sum of the x-coordinates of the
two points?

3

A) -2x •

A) -9
C)

7

D)

9

Vf6
2
2x • V2

B) -x

B) -7
C)

if2

3

2

•

D) 2x •

Vf6
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Answer: 2.5

l1mlHIMtH
For questions 16-20,solvethe problem and
enter your answer in the grid, as described
below, on the answer sheet.

Write~

answer
in boxes.

1. Although not required, it is suggested that
you write your answer in the boxes at ~he top
of the columns to help you fill in the circles
accurately. You will receive credit only if the
circles are filled in correctly.
2. Mark no more than one circle in any column.
3. No question has a negative answer.
4. Some problems may have more than one
correct answer. In such cases, grid only one
answer.

i•

5. Mixed numbers such as 3

as 3.5 or 7/2. (If

I'""'. " "

Grid in
result.

t must be gridded

Acceptable ways to grid

t are:

is entered into the

!"'\ ,,.....,

grid, it will be interpreted as

~:not

3

t .}

6. Decimal answers: If you obtain a decimal
answer with more digits than the grid can
accommodate, it may be either rounded or
truncated, but it must fill the entire grid.

,@

®®

CD CD CD CD
0 @
®®®

@

••

@@
Q)

@

0

®

,,@ @ @

CD CD CD CD
0 @@
®®@®

CD (!)
0 @

@

®®®®

@ @ @ @)

@@ @ @

@ @) @ @

®®® ®
® @) ® ®

®® ® ®
®

®®® ®
@
®

(j) (j) (j) (j)
: /7-.'.'

_r,· ...... , /=.-::-·,'

••• ••••

(J) (j) (j) (J)
,r;.~,

...·::::-.

...-·--;--

(j) (j) (J)

<

<~

;

.<:-.~, ! ....-:::~' '

·--.:,

Answer: 201 - either position is correct

;r:i\ 0\,~,0\·

NOTE: You
may start your
answers in any
column, space
permitting.
Columns you
don't need to
use should be
left blank.
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For a function/, /(-1) = 12 and /(1) = 16. If the
graph of ,r = f(x) is a line in the xy-plant!, what.is the
slope of the line?

B

Note: Figure not drawn to scale.
In right triangle ABC above, BC = 8. If the
cosine of x 0 is j3, what is the length of AB ?

An angle measure of 540 degrees was written in
radia~s as xn. What is the value of x ?

2

1
1
-+--=0
x x-1

Tamika is ordering desktop computers for her
company. The desktop computers cost $375 each,
and tax is an additional 6% of the totai cost of the
computers. If she can spend no more than $40,000
on the desktop computers, including tax, what is the
maximum number of computers that Tamika can
purchase?

Whatvalue' of x satisfies the equation above?

STOP
If you finish before time is called, yo"' may check your work on this section only.
Do not turn to .any other section.
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Math Test - Calculator
SS MINUTES, 38 QUESTIONS
. Turn to Section 4 of your answer sheet to answer the questions in this section.

For questions 1·30, solve each problem, choose the best answer from the 'choices
provided, and fill in the corresponding circle on your answer sheet. For questions 31·38,
solve the problem arid enter your answer in the .Qrid on the answer sheet. Please refer to
the directions before question 31 on how to enfer your answers in the grid. You may use
any available space in your test booklet for scratch work.

1a-11+1
1. The use of a cakulator is permitted.
2. All variables and expressions used represent real numbers unless otherwise indicated.
3. Fi9ures provided !n this test are drawn to scale unless otherwise indicated.
4. All figures lie in a plane unless otherwise indicated.
5. Unless otherwise indicated, the domain of a given fl.~nction f is the set of all real numbers x for
which f(x) is a real number.

i;liif@'Hii

·2xAX
~b~ ~ s~

G
A =ttr2
C = 2ttr

b

A =.t'w

·

a

1
2

A=-bh

45°

x-TJ

s

Special Right Triangles

E1Jh
.e
V= fwh·
The number of degrees of arc in a circle is 360..
The number of radians of arc in a circle is br.
The sum of the measure~ in degrees of the angles of a triangle is 180.
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Number of Flight Arrivals at
Centerville Airport in a Month

(3x+2)(2x+3)

Which of the following is equivalent to the
expression above?

Airline A
Airline B
Total

A) 3x 2 + lOx+ 5
B) 5x 2 + l3x+ 5

On time Delayed Total
2,029
861 2,890
1,150
700 1,850
3,179
1,561 4,740

Based on the table .above, what fraction of the flights
for Airline A were delayed?

C) 6x 2 + l3x+ 6

D) 6x 2 + l5x+9

700 .

-M

1,850

B)

861
1,561

C)

f(x)

861

. 2,890

D) 2,029
2,890

= 2x- ll

The function f is defined above. What is the value of
f(-2) ?
A) -15

B)

-7

C)

15

D)

30
A political scientist wants to predict how the
residents of New Jersey will react to a new bill
prqposed in the state senate. Which of thefollowing
study designs is most likely to provide reliable resUlts
for the political scientist?
A) Mailing a questionnaire to each of 200 randomly
selected residents of New Jersey
B) Surv'eying a group of300 randomly selected New
Jersey residents
"

q

Interviewing a group of students randomly
selected from a large public university in New
Jersey -

D) Surveying a group of 1,500 rand~mly selected US
residents
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If the ratio of 0.5 : x is equivalent to 1.5 : 2.25, what is
the value of x ?

P = 2,000x
P = 500(2x)

A) 0.75

A website administrator is considering using one of
the two models above to predict the total number of
purchases, P, made x weeks after the website's
adv.ertising campaign begins. How many more
purchases are predicted by the exponential model
than by the linear model 5 weeks after the advertising
campaign begins?

B) 1.6875

C) 3
D) 3.25

A)

6,000

B)

8,000

C) 10,000

D) 16,000
Bax-4 =24

:aased on the equation above, what is the value
of2ax-1?
A)

3

B)

6

C)

8

D) 12
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o refer to the following information.

The Conowingo Reservoir had an original storage
capacity of 300,000 acre-feet at the end of 1928, the year
in which it was built: Starting in 1929, sediment carried
downstream by the Susquehanna River collected in the
reservoir and began reducing the reservoir's storage
capacity at the approximate rate of 1,700 acre-feet
per year.

WhicJ:i of the following could be a graph of the rese~oir' s capacity c,
in acre-feet, as a function of time t, in years, after 1928?
B)

A)

c

Hb:=:::.
.
.
~I-<
u.l!

.. t

• t

Time (years)

Time (years)
C)

D)

c

nI
~b

u

c

~~~~----,-\~~~~-..

t

~

u1

u

~.._...

Time (years)

~

1-------

.. t

. Time (years)

If the reservoir's capacity t years after 1928 was

What was the approximate storage capacity, in
acre-feet, of the reservoir at the end of 1993?

between 290,000 and 292,000 acre-feet, which of the
following must be true?

A) 300,000
B) 189,500

A) .t < 2

C) 175,000

B) 2 < t < 4

D) 159,500

C) 4<t<6
D) 6 < t < 8
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Total Fat and Dietary
Cholesterol of Sandwiches

Which of the following is a solution to the equation
~14-x+2~x?
.

85

I. -2

--

80
75

::§
Jg

-

ca

70

--

65

--

~ 60
55

.....-

I...--"'

v

,,.,..

i..,..-"'

,,.,.. ,....,..

v

v....-

L..,..o-

vi.-

II.

1

III.

5

A) I only

,....,..~

B) II only

C) III only
' D) I and III

50
45

80

100 120 140 160 180 200 220
Dietary cholesterol (mg)

The scatterplot above shows the relationship
between the amount of dietary cholesterol, in
milligrams (mg), and the amount of total fat, in
grams (g), in the 12 sandwiches offered by a certain
restaurant. The line of best fit predicts the amount of
total fat a sandwich has based on the amount of
dietary cholesterol in the sandwich. How many
grams of total fat are in the sandwich for which this
prediction is the most accurate?
A) 140

B) 115
C)

85

D)

60
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If 2x + 3 = x - 4, what is the value of x + 8 ?

Fragrance Oil Price
$1,400
(I) $1,200
""O
$1,000
0
4-t
$800
0
(I)
$600
u
·c $400
0...
$200
$0

A) -7
B) -1

~

~

~

C)

1

D)

7

");~ t>s.~ b~ 'b~ ,~~ ,"Iv~'\,~'\,fo~ ,'b~ ");~~

Weight of order (pounds)
The graph above shows the price that a chemical
company charges for an order of fragrance oil,
depending on the weight of the order. Based on the
graph, which of the following statements must be
true?

A group of 10 students played a certain game. Every
. player received a score equal to an integer from 1 to
10, inclusive. For the 10 players, the mean score
was 4. If more than half of the players received a
score greater than 5, which of the following is true
about the mean score of the remaining players?.

A) The company charges more per pound for
orders greater than 100 pounds than for orders
less than 100 pounds.

A) It must be less than 4.

B) The company charges less per pound for orders
greater than 100 pounds than for orders less than
100 pounds.

B) It must be equal to 4.
C) It must be between 4 and 5.

C) The company charges less per pound for orders·
greater than 1,000 pounds than for orders less
than 1,000 pounds.

D) It pmst'be greater than 5.

D) The company charges the same price per pound,
regardless of order size.
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A sample of 600 ninth graders was selected at
random and asked how much time they spend on
homework each day. Of the ninth graders selected,
220 spend less than 2 hours on homework each day.
If the conclusion was drawn that "approximately
1.35 million ninth graders spend less than 2 hours on
homework each day," which of the following is
closest to the population, in millions, of ninth
graders?

-1•--x---•I

2

2x

A) 0.495
B) 1.35
C) 3.68
D) 5.84
The figure aoove represents a rectangular painting
with a frame that is 2 inches wide. The expression
2x 2 - ( x - 4) (2x - 4) represents the area of the
frame, in square inches. What does the quantity

(x - 4) (2x - 4) in the expression represent?
A) The width of the painting, in inches
B) The height of the frame, in inches

y=-2

C) The area, in square inches, of the inner rectangle

y+ 11 == x 2

D) The combined area, in square inches, of the
frame and painting

If (x1,y1) and (x2 ,y2 ) are solutions to the system of
equations above, what are the values of x1 and x2 ?
. A)

B)

-.JIT and JIT
-.JIT and .[fl

C) -2 and 2
D) -3 and 3

f(x)

==

x(x + 5)

The function f is defined above. If the function
defined by g(x) == f (x) + 5, what is the value
of g(3)?
A)

g is

8

B) 15
C) 24
D) 29
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The energy pyramid below shows four trophic levels
in an ecosystem and the direction of energy transfer
between those levels;

Which of the following is equivalent to the
expression above for all x > 0, where a and b are
·positive integers?

tertiary
consumers

A) xab

secondary
consumers

B) ·b
x

a

primary consumers

C) x

b
a

primary producers

D)

On average, 10% of the net energy of one trophic
level is transferred to the next trophic level in an
ecosystem. Based on the e~ergy pyramid, if primary
prodm;ers have 5,000 joules (J) of energy,
approximately how much of this energy, in calories,
is transferred to the secondary consumers in this
ecosystem? (1 calorie= 4.18 J)
A)

11.96

B)

20.90

xa-b

,-.....

s

Q)

g

C) 119.6
(;;)

D) 209.0

'"O
Q)
Q)

Jr

0.6
·- 0.5
9, 04
1-t
•

1•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Q)

0.3
0.2
s 0.1
..._.,
0..

~

-:;::I

0

1 . 2
3 4
5
Time (minutes)

t

The graph above models the speed, s, of an
automobile during the first 5 minutes of travel
time, t. What was the total Q.istance traveled.from
t = 1tot=4 ?.
A) 0.5 mile

B) 1.S.miles
C) 2.0 miles

D) 2.5 miles
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s:::: 9.8t

The equation above can be used to approximate the
speeds, in meters per second (mis), of an object
t seconds after being dropped into a free fall. Which
of the. following is the best interpretation of the
number 9.8 in this context?

Note: Figure not drawn to scale.
In the figure above, sin(90° - x 0 ) ==

12
J.3·
What is the

A) The speed, in m/s, of the object when it hits tpe
ground

value of sin x 0 ?

B) The increase in speed, in mis, of the object for
each second after itis dropped

12
A) 13

C) The speed, in mls, of the object t seconds after it
is dropped

5

D) The initial speed, in mls, of the object when it is
dropped
·

B)

13

5

C) 12
13
D) 12

A magazine article on.video game habits in the
United States reported that in 2012 gamers spent an
average of 5.6 hours per week playing games. The
art~cle also reported the average for 2013 to be
6.3 hours per week. Based on the article, how did the
average number of hours that gamers spent playing
games per week change from 2012 to 2013?
A) It decreased by 12.5%.
B) It increased by 7.0%.
C) It increased by 11.1 %.
D) It increased by 12.5%.
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Sx+ y =a
-3x-2y = 5

y = x 2 -6x- l6
The graph of the equation above in the xy-plane is a
parabola. Which of the following equivalent forms of
the equation includes the x- and y-coordinates of the
vertex as constants?

In the system of equations above, a is a constant.
What is they-value of the solution to the system in
terms of a?
A)
B)

C)

D)

-3a -25
7

A) y:: (x-3)2-25
B) y

a-1

= x( x -

6) - 16

C) y=x 2 ~2(3x+B)

7

D) y + 16 = x(x- 6) •

2a+5
7
IOa+ 5
7
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----------·---------Questions 28 and 29 refer to the following
information.

If T is the median commute time of the employees
who responded to Tia's survey and A is the median
comm1:J.te time of the employees who responded to
Amir's su07ey, what is the.value of T-A ?

For a particular office building with 1,420 employees, Tia
and Amir each conducted a survey about the average
one-way commute times, in minutes, between the
employees' home and office. Both Tia and Amfr selected
employees at random, mailed out surveys, and collected
data from the returned surveys. For both surveys,
respondents were asked to report their average commute
times to the nearest 5 minutes. Tia collected data from
150 employees; and Amir collected data from
85 employees. The results from" Tia's and Amir's returned
suryeys are summarized below.

A) 10
B)

8

C)

5

D)

0

Tia's Survey Results
~~-__.___,i--~~~--1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

I

so

I

I

I

I

I

55 60 65 70 75

Average one-way commute time
·
(minutes)

Amir's Survey Results
30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

28---~~~~~~

26-+----~~-II}

~

s

l-

24-+---~~~~22--~~~~~~-

i·

20
18

16-+-~-~~---

'15 14-1--------t

l

12-+-~~~~--

l~-+----

6-t--4---

z-----

0 ........___ _

5 10 . 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Average one-way commute time (minutes)
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Which of the following box plots could represent
Amir's survey data?

y

A)
10

20

I

I

30

40

50

Average one-way commute time
(minutes)
B)

1-----m----1
I
10

I

I

I

I

20

30

40

50

In the xy-plane above, lines k and· f, are
perpendicular. What is the x-coordin~te of point P ?

A) 5.25

Average one-way commute time
(minutes)

B) 5.75.
C) 6

1---c=cJ---1

C)

D) 6.25

I
I
I
I .I I
10
20
30
40
50
Average one-way commute time
(minutes)

~

D)
I

I

I

I

I

10
20
30
40
50
Average one-way commute time
(minutes)
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Answer: 2.5

For questions 31-38, solve the problem and
enter your answer in the grid, as described
below, on the answer sheet. .

Write-?
answer
in boxes.

~Fraction

line

@@®

CDCDeCD

1. Although not required, it is suggested that
you write your answer in the boxes at the top
of the columns to help you fill in the circles
accurately. You will receive credit only if the
circles are filled in correctly.
2. Mark no more than one circle in any column.
3. No question has a negative answer. ·
4. Some problems may have more than one
correct answer. In such cases, grid only one
answer.

5. Mixed numbers such as 3
as 3.5 or 7 /2. (If

t

Grid in
result.

~Decimal

@@@

point

CD CD CD CD

@@@•

@•@@

@®®@

@)@@@)

®®@®

®®@®

®®@•

®®®®
®@®®

®@®@
<J) (J) (!) (!)

•000

®®@®
®®®®

@:@@®

®®®®

must be gridded

3 1 I 2 is entered into the

~~.~~
grid, it will be interpreted as

~,not 3

t .)

6. Decimal answers: If you obtain a decimal

®@®
CD CD CD CD

answer with more digits than the grid can
accommodate, it may be either rounded or
truncated, but it must fill the entire grid.

••

®@ ®
CD CD CD CD

@@

@@@@

®®®
@@®@
®®®®
®@®®

®®®®

@

(!) (J) <JJ (j)

-rs--·, , <~·,_ ~ ,"?, , ~ .

@@

®

®

® @)

®® ®

®@ @
CD CD CD CD

@@@@

® ® @®

@

®® @

®®®®
®
®

••• •••

<J) (!) (J) (j)
,·~ 1 _,~'\

j"'?0 ' /2\

<J) (J) {])

. /~'\, /-;>

<

.,~' ~........" " " ' :

Answer: 201 - either position is correct

NOTE: You
may start your
answers in any
column, space
permitting.
Columns you
don't need to
use should be
left blank.
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A museum built a scale model of an Apatosaurus
dinosaur skeleton, where 1 centimeter in the model is
equivalent to 16 centimeters of the actual skeleton. If
· the length of the femur bone of the actual skeleton is
184 centimeters, what is the length, to the nearest
tenth of a centimeter, of the femur bone in the
model?

In triangle ABC, angle A measures 48°, angle B
measures 88°, and angle C measures 44°.
Triangle ABC is similar to triangle LMN, such that
LM MN LN
= -- = = 3 What is the measure in
AB
BC
AC · .
'
degrees, of angle L ?

•

How many cups, each with a capacity of 8 fluid
ounces, can be filled with water from a cooler that
contains 10 gallons of water? (1 gallon·= 128 fluid
ounces)
1

19

1

2

12

3

-y=---x
Sy= 3x
In the xy-plane, the lines that correspond to the
system of equations above intersect at the
point (a, b). What is the value of !!.. ?

b
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2
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----------·---------Questions 37 and 38 refer to the following
information.

z==-z-What value of z satisfies the equation above?

Race Summary
Total race time
Split Race segment Split time
at end of split
number
(meters)
(seconds)
(seconds)
1
0-500
109
109
2
500-1000
112
221
3
1000-1500
111
332
4
1500-2000
108
440
A rowing team entered a 2000-meter race. The team's
coach is analyzing the race based on the team's split
times, as shown in the table above. A split time is the time·
it takes to complete a 500-meter segment of the race.

A circle in the xy-plane has a diameter with
endpoints (-1, -3) and (7, 3). If the point (Q, b) lies
on the circle and b > 0, what is the value of b ?

During the fourth split of the race, the team rowed at
a rate of28 strokes per minute. To the nearest whole
number, how many strokes did it take the team to
complete the final 500 meters of the race? ·

By the end of the season, the coach wants the team to
reduce its mean split time by 10% as compared to
this race. At the end of the season, what should the
team's mean split time be, in seconds?
~-

STOP
If you 'inish before time is called, you may check your work on this section only.
Do not turn to any other section.
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Essay
1.U;U(iU.M•j
The essay .gives you an opportunity to show how effectively you can read and
comprehend a passage and write an essay analyzing the passage. In your
essay., you should demonstrate that you have read the passage carefully,
present a clear ,and logical analysis, and use language precisely.
Your essay must be written on the lines provided in your answer booklet;
except for the Planning Page of the answer booklet, you ~ill receive no other
paper on which to write. You will have enough space if you write on every line,
avoid wide margins, and keep your handwriting to a reasonable size. Remember
that people who are not familiar with your handwriting will read what you write.
Try to write or print so that what you are writing is legible to those readers.

l;f#,i@M:f;fi
1. Do.notwrite your essay.in this booklet. Only what you write
on the lined pages of your answer booklet will. be evaluated.

2. ·An off-topic essay will not be evaluated.
You have 50 minutes to read the passage and write an essay in response to the
prompt provided inside this booklet.
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As you read the passage below, consider how Kathryn Miles uses
• evidence, such as facts or examples, to ·support claims.
• reasoning to develop ideas and to connect claims and evidence.
• sfyli$tic or persuasive elements, such as word choice or appeals to emotion,
to add power to the ideas expressed.

Adapted from Kathryn Miles, "Our Failing Weather Infrastructure.,, ©2014 by
The New York ~imes Company. Originally published October 30, 2014.
1

Last week the National Weather"Service's satellite network crashed, leaving
forecasters without crucial data as a large nor' easter swirled across the East Coast,
dumping record levels of rain and leaving thousands of residents without power. :

2

This network shutdown was the latest in a string of failures that has left the agency
unable to meet the needs of the nation. Earlier this year, the service's website
collapsed under the weight of data requests from a single.Android a.pp. A month
earlier, the service's severe-weather alert system also crashed, creating a major
disruption tp communication that left residents from Colorado to the mid-Atlantic
without key radar and warning information while a string of severe storms- swept
over- their region. And in 2011, the National W earlier Service website experienced
what one official c~ed a series of"catastrophic failures" just as· a massive blizzard
marched across the eastern half of the country.

3

Each of these instances revealed just how fragile our national weather program really
is, and how desperately we need to invest significantly more in the weather
infrastructure, technology and the kind of communicati9n redundancies that will
keep all of us safe.

4

This is not a new problem. For years, eongressional allocations to the National .
. Weather Service have all but flatlined. Meanwhile, the cost ·of storm recovery has
skyrocketed. In the 20 years.leading up to Hurricane Sandy in 2012, the United States
suffered 133 weather disasters that exceeded $1 billion in damages, for a total of over
$875 hjllion. Sandy, the second-costliest hurricane in the·nation's history, came with
a price tag of an estimated $65 billion.

s In the months after Sandy, the Department of Commerce issued a service assessment
report, which evaluated the National Weather Service's-response to the storm. Its
authors discovered understaffed forecasting offices, a shortage of products that .
convey storm threats to the general public and a .real need for more staff training.
These findings echoed a similar report issued after Tropical Storm Irene in 2011,
which charged that gaps in technology, service and training had complicated
forecasters' ability to do their jobs.
6.

But.rather than address these shortages, in 2013 the National Weather Service was
forced to put in place ~ hiring freeze and cut off funding for forecaster training and
equipment maintenance; part of an 8.3 percent budget cut that came in the wake of
the federal government's budget sequestration. 1 The National Weather Service now
employs 288 fewer forecasters and technicians than it did when Sandy struck

1 Automatic spending cuts applied to government-funded programs
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7

A report issued earlier this year by the union representing National Weather Service
employees estimates that there are more than 500 job vacancies within the agency,
396 of which are considered "emergency essential" -forecasters and technicians who
are on the front line of storm prediction and the issuance of watches, warnings and
advisories.

B

For years, the National Hurricane Center has been stymied by what the Sandy
assessment report called "a severe staffing shortage" in its .technology and science ..
branch, which is responsible for everything from software development to
communicating watches and warnings. Thanks to budget constraints, the center
employs just one full-time storm surge specialist, despite the fact that storm surge
consistently kills more people than wind and is much harder to prc;:dict.

9

Meanwhile, existing forecasters are forced to cope with limitations that make their
jobs difficult: radar that crashes, broken wind-detection devices~ failing satellites and
budget constraints that prevent them from ,utilizing tools like weather balloons.

o Meteorologists at all levels of the National Weather Service are exceedingly talented,

1

hardworking scientists. They can do far more than their jobs currently allow,
including issuing seven-day storm forecasts and using global information systems to
create surge maps that would assist emergency managers in evacuation,s. But, as one
senior administrator at the National Hurricane Center told me, "we can barely keep
the trains running." And that's a ·dangerous proposition for all of us....
11

An underfunded weather program will ensure that future disasters could be equally
catastrophic [as Hurricane Sandy]. This is a matter of national security. If we.don't
empower forecasters to do their work, our nation is at risk of losing billi~ns in
property and untold numbers of lives. What will make that eventuality all the more
tragic is the fact that it will have been almost entirely preventable.,

Write an essay in which you explain how .Kathr}in Miles bujlds an argument to
persuade her audience that the National Weather Service must be beUer
funded. In your essay, analyze how Miles uses one or more of the features
listed in the box above (or features of your own choice) to strengthen the logic
and persuasiveness of her argument. Be sure that your analysis focuses on the
most relevant features of the passage.
Yovr essay should·not explain whether you agree with Miles's claims, but
. rather explain how Miles .builds an argument to persuade her audience.
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Answer Key - Determine Raw Scores
. Reading Test Answers
Question#

Correct
Answer

Question#

Correct
Answer

Question#

Co"rrect
Answer

Question#

c
2

D

14

c

27

B

40

B

15

D

28

B

41

A

Correct
Answer

3

B

16

B

29

c

42

A

4

D

17

B

30

A

43

A

5
6
7

B

18

D

D

44

c

B

19
20

B

31
32

A

45

B

D

D

46

c

c
c
c

47

D

48

c

49

A
'A

B

50
51
52

Question#

c

8

D

21

D

.9

A

B

10

c

22
23

11

c

12

A

13

B

33
34

A

35
36

24

B

37

D

25
26

D

A

D

38
39

Question#

Correct
Answer

23
24

c

A
D

Reading Test Raw Score
(Number of Correct Answers)

Writing and Language Test Answers
Question#

2
3
4
5

Correct
Answer

Question~

Correct
Answer

c

12

D

D

13

c
c

c
c

34
35

A
D

D

36
37
38
39

A

40

A
D

B

D

6

c

.7

A

14
15
16
17
18

8

A

19

B

30

B

9

B

20

A

31

c

41
42

10

B

B

32

c

43

B

11

D

21
22

B

33

D

44

A

A

B
D

A
D

25
26
27

Correct
Answer

28
29

B
D

c

B
B
D

c

,.
Writing and Language Test
Raw Score
(Number of Correct Answers)

4

"U" indicates a question that did not perform as expected and
has been removed from scoring.
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Answer Key- Determine Raw Scores (continued)
Math Test - No Calculator Answers
Question#

Correct
Answer

Question#

Correct
Answer

Question#

Correct
Answer

Question# .

Correct
Answer

1

B

A

9

A

13

A

2

c

6

B

10

D

14

D

3

B

7

A

11

D

15

c

4

A

8

B

12

A·

Correct
Answer

Question#

Correct
Answer

Question#

Correct
Answer

Question#

Correct Answer

16

4

17

1/2,.5

18

2

19

3

~o

100

Math Test - No Calculator
Raw Score
(Number of Correct Answers)

Math Test- Calculator Answers
Question#

Correct
Answer

c

9

B

17

D

25

D

2

A

10

c

18

c

26

A

3

c

11

D

19.

D

27

A

4

B

12

c

20

A

28

c

5

A

13

B

21

c

29

B

6

B

14

c

22

B

30

D

7

A

15

A

23

B

8

A

16

c

24

B

Question#
31

Correct Answer
23/2,11.5

32

160

33

48

34

5/3, 1.66,1.67

35

7/4,1.75

36

4

37

50

38

99

Math Test - Calculator
Raw Score
(Number of Correct Answers)
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Question#

"U" indicates a question that did not perform as expected and
has been removed from scoring.
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CONVERSION TABLES

Raw Score Conversion - Section and Test Scores
Section and Test Scores
RAW SCORE CONVERSION TABLE 1

Math
Section
Score

Raw Score
of correct
answers)

(#

0
1
2
3
4

Reading
Test Score

200
210
220
230
250
270
280
300
310
330
340
350
360
370
380
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
510
520
530

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Writing and
. Language
Test Score

10
10
10
10
11
12

10
10
10
11
12

13

14
15
16
16
17
18
19
19
20
21
21
22
23
23
24
24
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29

Raw Score
of correct
answers)

(#

• 23

24
24
25
25
26

Reading
Test Score
·26
27
27
28
29
29
30
30
31
31
32
33
33
34
34
35
36
36
37
38
39
39
40

530
540
550
560
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
740
750
770
780
790
790
800
800

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
• 45
46
47
48
49
50
' 51
52
53

13

14
14
15
16
16
17
18
18
19
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22

Math
Section
Score.

54

55
56
57
58

Writing and
Language
Test Score
29
30
30
31
31
32
33
33
34
34
35
36
37
39
40

Section and Test Scores
CONVERSION EQUATION 1

~-~I CO~RT

I.

READING TEST
RAW SCORE

READING TEST
SCORE

(0-52)

(10-40)

I CO~RT I
WRITING AND
LANGUAGE
TEST SCORE

(0-44)

(10-40)

READING TEST
SCORE
(10-40)

MATH TESTNO CALCULATOR
RAW SCORE

MATH TESTCALCULATOR
RAW SCORE

(0-20)

(0-38)

READING AND
WRITING
TEST SCORE

EVIDENCE-BASED
READING AND WRITING
SECTION SCORE

(20-80)

(200-800)

I CO~RT I

=

+

Ix 10= I

=

+

WRITING AND
LANGUAGE TEST
RAW SCORE

5NSA06

--i

I

+

MATH SECTION
RAW SCORE

MATH SECTION
SCORE

(0-58)

(200-800)

*

EVIDENCE-BASED
READING AND WRITING
SECTION SCORE

=
TOTAL SAT
SCORE
(400-1600)

(200-800)
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